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Conversations: Designing through 
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Abstract 
Effective teamwork skills are important for team col-
laboration. One way to potentially help people develop 
these skills is to visualize elements of their language 
use during team conversations. There are several chal-
lenges in designing such visualizations, such as how to 
balance attention between the conversation and the 
visualization and how much normative guidance to pro-
vide about appropriate behaviors. We discuss the de-
sign space around these questions in the context of 
GroupMeter, a web-based chatroom augmented with 
visualizations of language use. We use prior theoretical 
and empirical work to generate and critique potential 
answers to these design questions, then describe how 
the interface evolved, and how our answers sometimes 
changed, over a series of prototypes we deployed in 
experimental studies. We conclude by summarizing the 
lessons from our experience that could be used by de-
signers of collaborative feedback systems. 
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Introduction 
Teams are sometimes ineffective not because they lack 
the right tools to coordinate, collaborate, or communi-
cate, but because their members don’t always have the 
teamwork skills necessary for effective collaboration. A 
key aspect of effective teamwork is therefore develop-
ing behaviors that support the team interaction proc-
ess. Recent work shows that analysis of language use 
can reveal some teamwork-relevant behaviors. For ex-
ample, using self-references (‘I’, ‘me’) is associated 
with involvement in the interaction [4], frequent 
agreement (‘yes’, ‘ok’) is associated with passivity [24], 
and the use of justification words (e.g., ‘because’) indi-
cates task focus [37].  

These findings suggest that knowing what language to 
use during a conversation can be an important skill for 
effective teamwork. Further, presenting visualizations 
of linguistic behavior to team members can potentially 
stimulate reflection and guide team members to adopt 
effective teamwork behaviors. With these goals in 
mind, we designed GroupMeter, a chat system that 
visualizes linguistic metrics generated from conversa-
tions, such as frequency of emotion words, level of 
agreement, and overall participation level.  

Systems that present this kind of linguistic information 
pose a number of design challenges: (1) When, during 
the team interaction, should awareness information be 
presented? (2) How should attention to feedback and 
conversation be balanced? (3) Should group or individ-
ual level feedback be displayed? (4) What kinds of 
feedback should be computed and how should they be 
interpreted? and, (5) How much normative guidance 
should be provided in a given context? 

In this paper, we explore the design space around 
these questions in the context of the GroupMeter sys-
tem. We present our initial answers to these questions, 
driven by theoretical and empirical work in human-
computer interaction, social psychology, and cognitive 
science. We then describe how GroupMeter’s user inter-
face—and our answers—evolved over a series of proto-
types and experiments. 

Unlike previous descriptions of GroupMeter [24] [25], 
which looked at specific versions of the system and 
focused on behavioral experiments, our goal here is to 
present a case study of how its design changed over 
time as the research evolved. As HCI scholars and de-
signers, we all face difficult design decisions, trying to 
settle conflicting goals and balance design tradeoffs. 
Tools developed in research settings often must deal 
with extra constraints: they need to account for theory 
and prior work, and meet research goals while demon-
strating ecological validity. We hope that our experi-
ence helps other designers building similar systems and 
facing similar challenges. We also hope that the more 
general story of how theory and practice shaped our 
designs will be a useful case study for the HCI design 
and research community as a whole.  

The GroupMeter System 
To ground the discussion of GroupMeter’s design goals 
and evolution, we start with a high-level description of 
the system’s design and architecture. The basic design 
of GroupMeter consists of a web-based system in which 
groups communicate through chat to perform tasks 
while receiving feedback about aspects of their lan-
guage use through a visualization that appears near the 
chat window. The visualization represents linguistic fea-
tures that are automatically extracted from the chat 
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and change dynamically as the 
conversation progresses. The lin-
guistic features are generated us-
ing a technique based on Penne-
baker’s Linguistic Inquiry and Word 
Count (LIWC) [33], counting per-
centages of words in the chat text 
that fall into categories such as 
positive and negative emotion, self-
references, and justification words. 
The choice of a chat communica-
tion medium over speech enables 
near real-time computation of 
these linguistic features. 

GroupMeter is implemented using 
a web client-server architecture 
(Figure 1). The server manages 
sessions that specify the names of 
team members, linguistic metrics 

to calculate, and the feedback interface to display. 
Team members log in to the website and communicate 
through the chat. As they talk, a chat manager on the 
server monitors the conversation and sends the chat 
text to the linguistic analysis module for processing. 
After analyzing the communication, the server sends 
the computed metrics to the front end, which presents 
them through the visualization specified by the session. 
The modular structure allows elements to be replaced 
easily: changing the linguistic computation leaves the 
visualization design unaffected, and vice versa. 

Theory-Informed Design Decisions 
As stated in the introduction, tools designed to raise 
awareness of social behaviors by visualizing language 
use in a collaborative activity pose a number of ques-

tions. Here, we discuss the questions we faced during 
the design process and present possible solutions based 
on theories and prior empirical work from disciplines 
including human-computer interaction, social psychol-
ogy, and cognitive science. We use a prototype devel-
oped early in the project (Figure 2) to help ground the 
discussion and illustrate some of the choices to be 
made.  

1. When, during the team interaction, should aware-
ness information be presented?  
According to Bales’ Interaction Process Analysis [1], 
effective teamwork involves balancing task-related with 
socio-emotional behaviors. While it is easy to focus on 
behaviors aimed at completing the task, being aware of 
socio-emotional behaviors, such as language use and 
word choice, helps maintain the team’s well-being, and 
is therefore important for effective teamwork [31].  

A key question then, is when to present information 
during the team interaction process to help members 
become aware of socio-emotional elements of team-
work. One option, based on Gersick’s punctuated equi-
librium model of group development [13], is to provide 
information about such behaviors at transition points in 
the team’s life span. At such points, team members will 
be most willing and able to reflect on their behavior and 
change them in subsequent team sessions. For in-
stance, visualizing participation patterns between tasks 
was shown to lead to more equal distribution of partici-
pation in face-to-face settings [6] [32]. 

On the other hand, consistent with Kluger and DeNisi’s 
Feedback Intervention Theory [24], an ongoing, dy-
namic visualization enables individuals to see more 
clearly how their behaviors are linked to the feedback 

Figure 1. The GroupMeter software architecture. 
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they receive. This creates a self-monitoring tool for 
team members to monitor, review, and modify their 
behaviors as needed in real-time [11]. Other systems 
to support ongoing awareness of social behaviors have 
used a number of dynamic displays, projecting repre-
sentations of behavior on individual’s desktops [7] 
[15], a wall [6], a table [2], and recently on members’ 
cell phone screens [20]. 

Because people’s production of language in conversa-
tion is largely spontaneous and unconscious [26], we 
initially decided to present the linguistic information 
dynamically—making people aware of their behavior in 
the moment—rather than at intermissions between 
tasks. In Figure 2, as team members modify their be-
haviors intentionally or unintentionally, the indicators 
on the dials and the numbers change dynamically.  

2. How should attention to feedback and conversation 
be balanced? 
Dynamic visualizations, however, risk distracting team 
members from the task. Thus, we had to consider ways 
to stimulate awareness of the team’s socio-emotional 
behaviors without damaging task performance. We 
therefore decided to display the information about lan-
guage use at the periphery of the interface. Such pe-
ripheral displays promote awareness of background 
information, are not part of a primary activity, and do 
not overload users with too much cognitive effort [29]. 
Peripheral displays have been widely used to present 
awareness information in collaborative settings (see a 
review in [18]).  

Presenting awareness information in a peripheral dis-
play requires individuals to divide their attention be-
tween primary and secondary information sources. This 
involves allocating cognitive resources to several infor-
mation sources simultaneously, as well as shifting be-
tween them smoothly [39]. Visual design can support 
or hinder these shifts; for instance, in Figure 2, the 
feedback meters are physically separate from the chat 
window. This reflects an initial design goal to make 
GroupMeter work with many communication tools; 
however, the visual distance between the chat window 

Figure 2. An early prototype of GroupMeter. It interfaces with an external, off-the-shelf chat 
software and presents feedback dials in a separate window. 
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and visualization could make it harder to move back 
and forth between them. 

Both the issues of timing and location call out a key 
design challenge around managing people’s attention: 
while evaluating the various designs we created for the 
feedback visualization, we always sought to monitor the 
tension between awareness of teamwork behaviors and 
distraction from the team task and conversation.  

3. Should group or individual level feedback be dis-
played? 
Another design factor that needs to be considered when 
presenting awareness information to a group is the 
level at which this information is aggregated and publi-
cized: should behavioral information be kept private, at 
the individual level, compared to an aggregate, or 
made publicly available to the group?  

The prototype in Figure 2 presents each individual’s 
behavior privately (magenta markers on dials), along 
with an aggregate average for the group (white mark-
ers). Keeping individuals’ information private can re-
duce potential stress caused by exposing behaviors 
publicly, thus avoiding embarrassment and discomfort 
[35]. Further, designs that lead to people comparing 
themselves against each other might encourage com-
petition and negative interpersonal processes such as 
low trust, low coordination of effort, and attempts to 
mislead others [19]. For instance, people might act in 
ways that advance their own agenda rather than the 
team process (e.g., people might talk more to increase 
their participation meter whether or not their current 
role or task demands high levels of participation). 

An alternative is to make everyone’s individual-level 
information available to all team members. That is, 
every member sees the feedback information of every 
other team member, rather than just seeing their own 
information or seeing an aggregate of the team’s be-
havior. Based on social comparison theory [10], pre-
senting public information about individuals allows 
members to interpret the feedback about their own 
behaviors in comparison to the behaviors of others. 
Further, based on functional leadership theory [16], a 
strong team member or leader can observe others’ be-
havior and intervene actively to motivate and direct 
others to change their behaviors [21]. 

Providing public individual-level feedback also supports 
social translucence [8]. Social translucence emphasizes 
making social information visible within a system, sup-
porting the adherence to social norms through aware-
ness of others and accountability of the individual’s own 
behaviors. Publicly showing each individual’s feedback 
can increase accountability and, as suggested by 
Festinger [10], affords explicit comparisons.  

We decided that the advantages of publicly presenting 
individual information, including social comparison, 
leadership facilitation, and social translucence, out-
weighed the concerns users may have with having 
analyses of their behaviors made public. Still, the de-
sign needed to negotiate this tradeoff, and as we will 
see later, aspects of the design did affect whether peo-
ple reflect on their language use and whether they 
changed their language for the good of the team or 
simply to manipulate the visualization. 
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4. What kinds of feedback should be computed and how 
should they be interpreted? 
Another important design question was to select which 
data to present and how much to process the data. In 
principle, systems can compute an enormous amount of 
information about language use—LIWC, for instance, 
has over 70 linguistic categories [33]. To reduce poten-
tial distraction and the complexity of the interface, we 
chose to focus on linguistic metrics that correlate with 
the language used by people perceived to be good 
team members. In an earlier study, we identified sev-
eral measurable aspects of language use associated 
with peer ratings of teamwork behaviors, including par-
ticipation, friendliness, and task-focus [24]. For exam-
ple, peer ratings correlated positively with overall 
contribution (measured by word count) and frequency 
of achievement-oriented terms, and negatively with 
frequencies of emotional terms and agreements.  

Once we chose linguistic metrics such as word count, 
self-references, and agreements, which are related to 
peer-rated collaborative behaviors, the next question 
was how to process and present them. There is a 
tradeoff between presenting the behaviors in raw form 
versus attempting to map them onto higher-level col-
laborative concepts such as leadership and enthusiasm 
[12], as shown in Figure 2.  

Mapping raw data onto higher-level concepts has some 
intuitive value; for instance, “high leadership” might be 
more meaningful to people than “uses many self-
references.” However, these kinds of mappings put 
much of the burden of interpretation on the system 
designers, reducing the flexibility of the system. Less 
interpretation-laden representations allow users to de-
velop multiple understandings of what the system is for 

and how to use and experience it in different contexts 
[14]. Further, with high-level feedback it might be hard 
for team members to understand how their language 
use connects to the visual display and what they can do 
to change their behavior [22]. 

Thus, rather than mapping raw linguistic features such 
as self-references onto constructs such as leadership, 
we chose to simply help people become aware of their 
own and each other’s linguistic behaviors, and let them 
decide based on the task and the context of the con-
versation what those behaviors mean. As we will dis-
cuss later, users sometimes had trouble understanding 
what the linguistic metrics we chose to visualize meant, 
leading them to conflicting interpretations or to ignoring 
the metrics. Based on people’s reactions to early ver-
sions, over time we presented fewer metrics, focusing 
on metrics that people found more meaningful and that 
impacted teamwork more reliably. 

5. How much normative guidance should be provided in 
a given context?  
How much to interpret the data is related to another 
question concerning context: Should the system model 
contextual factors such as roles and tasks and provide 
normative goals for language use based on these con-
texts? 

Contextual factors that feed into what normatively 
counts as good or poor behavior include factors at the 
individual level, such as members’ gender, personality, 
and skills; at the group level, such as its size, hierarchi-
cal structure, roles, and development phase; and ex-
ogenous factors, such the task assigned to the group 
and its characteristics, the reward structure, and cul-
tural norms of using language. Based on goal-setting 
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theory [28], introducing such factors and the norms 
that build off of them allows team members to easily 
understand how they are expected to act upon seeing 
the visualization. 

However, presenting normative goals may restrict the 
range of settings where the system can be applied. An 
alternative is to leave contextual factors out of the sys-
tem, allowing for greater control by the group to ap-
propriate the technology for its own purposes [34]. For 
instance, if a system visualizes the extent of agreement 
expression, team members can construct an interpreta-
tion of the feedback based on the task and the phase of 
the group development. They might see high agree-
ment as beneficial when attempting to reach consen-
sus, and as detrimental when critically discussing and 
negotiating solutions. Thus, we decided that GroupMe-
ter should minimize assumptions about contextual fac-
tors and that its design should be mindful about what 
kinds of norms it suggests.  

One important observation is that the graphical repre-
sentation itself can imply norms. For instance, the 
green-red colors on the dials shown in Figure 2 imply 
certain norms to be achieved by team members—
toward the green and away from the red. And even 
without the colors, a meter display might suggest that 
it should be filled up—that high values on the meters 
equate to “good” behavior. As we discuss later, despite 
our goal to keep the graphic representation open to 
interpretation of behavioral norms, some of our designs 
led to suggesting interpretations of normative behav-
iors that were not always effective in the contexts they 
were used. 

Principles Meet Practice: Co-evolution 
Through Use 
We now discuss how both the interface design and our 
answers evolved as we deployed prototypes in experi-
ments. Some changes were motivated by technical is-
sues. Others were driven by results from user studies, 
controlled lab experiments in which visualizations were 
compared against each other or against chat use with-
out any visualization. We present the discussion 
chronologically in an effort to clarify how our thinking 
evolved with insights we gained from each study.  

Version 1: Unobtrusive bar-charts 
Figure 3 presents the first deployed version of Group-
Meter. We abandoned the original design of a standa-
lone feedback window, instead choosing to integrate 
the visualization with a custom-built chatroom. This 
allowed us to avoid the technical difficulties of interfac-
ing with other systems and to create a more integrated, 
aesthetically unified experience. We chose to imple-
ment the client as a chat window embedded in a web 
browser. Together with a graphic designer, we created 
a new design for GroupMeter that included the chat 
window and bar meters providing feedback. In this de-
sign, every team member is associated with a color 
that appears in their name, as a colored star in front of 
their chat entries, and in the feedback bars.  

The feedback visualization in version 1 consists of hori-
zontal bar charts, one for each linguistic metric. The 
bars change their length based on each team member’s 
behavior on the linguistic metric. In this version, the 
interface presents feedback about team members’ 
overall contributions measured by their word count, 
their proportion of references to self (‘I’, ‘me’), and 
their use of emotion-laden words. In a previous study 
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we found these linguistic metrics to be associated with 
peer-rated teamwork behaviors such as participation, 
friendliness, and task-focus [24]. The linguistic analysis 
that feeds into the bars operates every one minute, 
based on the text entered by each member in the past 
five minutes, creating a moving average. This sup-
ported the goal of presenting feedback dynamically, but 
without constant change that might be distracting.  

The design of the bar charts and their location below 
the chat window was intended to make the visualization 
subtler than the original meter dials. We hoped the 
visualization would be less distracting and thus more 
suitable as a peripheral display.  

We chose to present each feedback dimension as an 

aggregate stacked bar to accomplish our goal of pre-
senting each individual’s behavior while reducing the 
possibility that people would process the visualization in 
a competitive way. An alternate display using a 
clustered bar chart could potentially cause people to 
meticulously compare the length of their bars to oth-
ers’—and attempt to increase their bars’ length. Finally, 
showing how individuals’ behaviors accumulate to an 
aggregate bar emphasizes the idea of being part of a 
group or team unit.  

Finally, we did not provide either normative instructions 
or benchmarks in the interface about “appropriate” be-
haviors; based on the design arguments given earlier, 
we simply presented the data and let people interpret it 
as they wished.  

We deployed version 1 in a lab experiment with 88 us-
ers, who worked together in 3- and 4-member teams to 
complete a decision making task. Half of the teams 
used GroupMeter with the bar-chart visualization. Be-
cause we were interested in seeing what interpretations 
people come up with for the feedback on their own, we 
did not tell people how the metrics were computed. The 
other half of the teams used a version of GroupMeter 
with the chatroom alone and no visualization. 

We found that the general idea of visualizing language 
use stimulated reflection on teamwork behaviors, but 
that compared to the control group, people did not 
change their communication patterns in response to the 
feedback visualization. We interviewed our users, find-
ing that the location and unobtrusive design of the bars 
might have led them to focus more on the task and not 
think much about how their word choice would affect 
the bar lengths. 

Figure 3. Version 1 of GroupMeter, using a custom-built web-based chat with feedback 
presented as stacked bar charts at the bottom. 
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Our choice of linguistic metrics based on [24] was not 
always congruent with users’ perceptions of how col-
laborative behaviors are mapped into language use. 
The emotion words metric was particularly hard to in-
terpret, since it was not obvious which words fall under 
this category, leading many users to ignore it. This 
suggests that explaining how a linguistic metric is com-
puted is essential for making a link between behavior 
and its output measure. Finally, not providing norms 
led to conflicting interpretations of what counts as good 
or poor behavior. For instance, one participant under-
stood the self-references bar such that high levels of it 
are undesirable: 

“I was looking at the meter that was talking about how 
much you talk about yourself, and I was hoping it would 
be lower, because I didn’t want to be that person that’s 
just talking about themselves all the time.”  

However, another participant said:  

“I don’t think it’s bad to say “I”, cause sometimes it’s 
better to convince people by saying, well this is how I 
feel, but I might be wrong. You know you’ve said “I” 
twice there, but you’re just trying to be nice by saying, 
you don’t have to think what I think.”  

In a second experiment with 25 participants, teams 
completed a brainstorming task and saw the bar chart 
visualization presenting information about proportion of 
agreement words and word count (see [25]). In this 
experiment we told participants what language metrics 
will be visualized and how they are computed. Again, 
the bars made participants aware of their use of lan-
guage as compared to not seeing any visualization, and 
at the same time were considered unobtrusive: “the 
bars were just there” and “could be ignored if wanted.”  

In this study, users changed their language use in re-
sponse to the bars, expressing more agreement with 
their team members compared to not seeing any visu-
alization. Despite the divergent thinking required from 
the brainstorming task and our explicit avoidance of 
normative guidelines, our decision to represent agree-
ment as a bar might have implicitly guided this behav-
ior: an embodied view of linguistic representations [23] 
assumes that people interpret “long” as better than 
“short”, and agreeing more makes the bar longer. 

Version 2: Playfulness and the fish metaphor 
Our next design was aimed at both trying to reduce the 
implicit norms of bar charts and to see how a more 
visible and aesthetically pleasing visualization would 
affect people’s use of GroupMeter. We therefore chose 
a more playful, abstract design using the metaphor of a 
school of fish. We found the school of fish inspiring be-
cause it symbolizes “togetherness”, breaks from con-
ventional forms of data presentation, and has a natural 
and serene connotation that “tells a story about the 
data” [36]. Fish have also been used to represent activ-
ity by other researchers seeking to persuade people to 
engage in physical activity [27] and in a shared display 
to represent workplace activity [9].  

In this visualization, colored fish represent individual 
team members, matching members’ colors in the chat 
window, as shown in Figure 4. The fish start in a circu-
lar formation, all at the same size and equidistant from 
the center. We placed the fish visualization to the right 
of the chat window so that, like the bars in version 1, it 
would be visible without the need to scroll the page.  

The visualization is animated, dynamically changing the 
size of the fish to represent conversational activity 
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(measured by word count) and their distance from the 
center to represent agreement with the group (meas-
ured by proportion of agreement words). We chose the 
circular form to better convey a sense of unity and 
community, as well as providing a natural mapping for 
“teamness” as measured by agreement: the more team 
members agree, the closer to each other their fish ap-
pear in the visualization. Again, despite our intention 
not to design for a specific context or to encourage cer-
tain behaviors, this decision implied the norm that 
more agreements are desirable—since the unity of fish 
closer together could easily be interpreted as preferable 
to fish scattered all over. 

This visualization was studied in comparison to the bar 
chart visualization [25]. The fish visualization seemed 
to encourage users to reflect on their communication 
behaviors, and was referred to by participants as “cute” 

and “fun to watch”. Communication patterns also 
changed compared to when not seeing any visualiza-
tion: teams seeing the fish expressed more agreement 
with each other, but at the cost of conducting less dis-
cussion. This suggests that our design decisions might 
have caused people to respond to the visualization in 
ways that sabotage effective teamwork. 

However, to notice changes in the visualizations, users 
had to constantly monitor them, distracting them from 
the conversation. Self-reports of distraction and chat 
about the fish during the task itself also implied that we 
had gone too far toward engagement, disturbing peo-
ple’s ability to balance task and process. 

Version 3: Glanceability, history, and guidance 
The goal of version 3 was to refine the feedback visu-
alization to address the problems we found in version 
2. One primary interface change was to improve the 
visualization’s glanceability [30] by enriching the dis-
play with a history view [17]. Historical information can 
be important for understanding changes in social be-
haviors within a collaborative space [38]. This enables 
users to consider their behavior not in isolation, but in 
relation to the trend they see in the past [5]. Similar to 
[3], if a user has been occupied by the primary team 
task and did not look at the display for a while, he or 
she could glance at the display and catch up with not 
only what is going on right now, but also with the trend 
of the feedback over the conversation. We expected 
that this would help people balance attention between 
the primary conversation about the task and the pe-
ripheral feedback display. 

Figure 4. Version 2 of GroupMeter: feedback is visualized as fish in a circular position, 
changing size and distance from the center. 
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We represented the history as trails of bubbles, as 
shown in Figure 5. To simplify the history view and the 
number of feedback dimensions represented by the 
visualization, here the visualization presents only one 
linguistic metric: fish move higher on the vertical axis 
based on the proportion of agreement words people 
used. With this design we also wanted to avoid imply-
ing that a team that agrees with one another, repre-
sented by closer fish, is more desirable. Every minute, 
the system calculates the linguistic metric, moves the 
fish to its new position on the vertical axis, and leaves 
a bubble behind it in its previous location. As a result, 
the bubble trails appear on the horizontal axis, giving 
an impression of the fish swimming from left to right.  

Because the display can only show ten minutes of feed-
back, a button at the bottom-left of the visualization 
opens a window with the full history view. This allowed 
us to experiment with another design consideration: 

the timing of the feedback. In our next deployment of 
the GroupMeter interface, we assigned two tasks with a 
pause between them (similar to [8][35]), in which par-
ticipants opened the full history view and were encour-
aged to reflect on their teamwork and linguistic behav-
iors. This procedure provided both real-time display of 
feedback and explicit periods for reflection. 

We also made a major change in this version in our 
thinking about providing normative goals. Initially, we 
attempted to avoid designing for a single interpretation 
of behavior, with the goal of allowing teams to develop 
their own meanings of the feedback. However, without 
guidance, people using version 1 developed mixed in-
terpretations of what levels of self-references are ap-
propriate, making it more difficult to see whether 
GroupMeter was really making a difference. Further, in 
version 2 users tended to agree more with implicit 
guidance (e.g., bring the fish closer together)—going 
against our views of appropriate behavior of divergent 
thinking in a brainstorming task. 

To explore whether providing normative guidance 
would drive behavior changes in a certain direction, we 
provided teams both with cues in the visualization and 
with explicit instructions on appropriate linguistic be-
havior before using the system in our next experiment. 
The instructions encouraged people in some groups to 
agree more, and in others to agree less. To reinforce 
the instructions, we added to version 3 a ruler at the 
right of the visualization (Figure 5). The ends of the 
ruler are red and green; the green marker can be 
placed either at the top or the bottom of the ruler.  

This last version of GroupMeter was deployed in an ex-
periment with 123 users. In a 2X2 design, 3-member 

Figure 5. Version 3 of GroupMeter: fish move up and down in response to one feed-
back dimensions and leave bubble trails behind them as they update their position. A 

ruler on the right with a green-red marks serve as directive guidelines. 
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teams were first given instructions that either encour-
aged them to agree more or less with each other, and 
then completed two brainstorming tasks, either seeing 
the visualization or not. Between the tasks, teams re-
ceiving feedback reviewed the full history visualization 
and were prompted to reflect on it, while the other 
teams completed a filler survey. 

Our results show that providing behavioral guidance 
stimulated change in language use in response to the 
visualization, although the changes were asymmetric. 
In particular, seeing the visualization induced users to 
be more agreeable when instructed to do so. However, 
when instructed to be more argumentative, users see-
ing the visualization did not express less agreement. 
This may again be because of the notion of embodied 
representations of language [23]: people tend to per-
ceive up as more—and more as better. Because the fish 
move up in response to more agreements, asking peo-
ple to agree less, and thus to move their fish down, 
works against a natural cognitive representation. Per-
haps reversing the display, such that the fish move up 
with less agreement, would stimulate a more critical 
and less agreeable conversation pattern. 

Further, our fears about presenting individuals’ behav-
ior leading to “gaming the system” came true. 
Analyzing the team conversations, we found that peo-
ple sometimes talked not to further the team goals but 
simply to make their fish move up in the display: 

A: yes yes yes yes! hahaha sorry. 
A: let’s make sure we all use the word “yes” at least 
once in every comment 
B: yes, let’s do that 

This topic is a hard problem worthy of further research. 
In particular, researchers need to examine how to de-
sign feedback that explicitly links behavior and 
onscreen representation, but that resists gaming be-
haviors and guides toward the adoption of behaviors 
that benefit the team.  

Summary 
To summarize our experience, and to call out aspects 
we hope will be useful for other designers, we present 
the questions we posed earlier and how our answers 
changed over the evolution of GroupMeter’s design. 

1. When, during the team interaction, should aware-
ness information be presented? We started by visualiz-
ing feedback dynamically so team members could con-
tinually monitor it and connect changes in their behav-
ior to changes in the display. Later, we added a history 
view that allowed for a fuller depiction of how behavior 
during the conversation unfolds, and introduced pauses 
between tasks in which teams get a chance to reflect 
more deeply on their teamwork behaviors. We sense 
that the combination of dynamic and punctuated feed-
back was especially useful in raising awareness of un-
conscious behaviors as word choice. 

2. How should attention to feedback and conversation 
be balanced? We used peripheral, glanceable displays 
that support quick transitions between the conversation 
and the visualization. With our versions of GroupMeter 
we examined different levels of attention the visualiza-
tion attracted, from bar charts that were unobtrusive 
but easy to ignore to fish that were fun and playful but 
distracting. Somewhere in between, we hope, other 
designers will find visualizations that are both stimulat-
ing and effective. 
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3. Should group or individual level feedback be dis-
played? Our versions of GroupMeter visualized all indi-
viduals’ behavior publicly, facilitating social comparison 
and leveraging the idea of social translucence. Users 
reported using the feedback to think about their lan-
guage use and how it affected the group. However, 
they also sometimes competed against or played with 
their team members, changing their language use not 
for the goal of adopting beneficial communication skills 
but rather to manipulate the display. 

4. What kinds of feedback should be computed and how 
should they be interpreted? We chose to compute met-
rics of language use that correlate with peer ratings of 
effective teamwork behaviors. Keeping these metrics at 
the raw data level instead of mapping them onto high-
level concepts enabled users to see a link between their 
language use and the visualization and to make their 
own interpretations. Over time we had to adjust our 
choice of metrics, and provided explicit explanations of 
the computation behind the visualization to help create 
the behavior-feedback link. 

5. How much normative guidance should be provided in 
a given context? Our initial answer was to give only 
enough guidance for people to understand the visuali-
zation, allowing for flexible appropriation to many con-
texts. However, we found that this could lead to com-
peting interpretations of normative behaviors and that 
our graphical designs sometimes encouraged behaviors 
ineffective in the context in which they were applied 
(e.g., seeking consensus in a brainstorming task). We 
later explored how to provide guidance that would drive 
behavior toward a certain direction, using visual cues 
and explicit instructions. Our limited success cautions 

designers to be attentive to how design details, espe-
cially those not thought of, might influence behavior. 

Conclusions 
In this paper, we make three main contributions. First, 
we lay out important questions in the design space for 
collaborative feedback systems: managing the task-
social process balance with timing and positioning of 
the feedback, deciding whether to display information 
publicly or privately, choosing which data to display and 
how much to interpret it, and how much the system 
should try to account for the context of use and for 
normative guidelines. Although every system will face 
unique challenges in its particular context, the issues 
we call out are likely to apply across a broad range of 
systems for supporting teams. Designers will need to 
account for them.  

Second, we call attention to studies and theories of 
cognitive and social behavior that seem relevant for 
designing collaborative feedback systems. We discuss 
how we used these theories, prior studies, and our in-
tuition to select reasonable candidate answers to the 
questions we faced in building GroupMeter. Our design 
solutions are not the only possibilities. For instance, 
some groups or cultures might be sensitive to individual 
criticism and thus prefer computation of group-level 
feedback. Some circumstances may call for other kinds 
of feedback than those derived from language analysis. 
And, designers of tools that are specific to a given con-
text may want to leverage that context. Still, present-
ing theoretical perspectives on potential solutions opens 
up the design space for educated exploration and con-
sideration. 
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Third, we explore how our initial theory-driven answers 
fare in practice through a series of deployments and 
experiments using versions of the GroupMeter system. 
GroupMeter was designed and deployed as a research 
platform, but it also provides practical lessons for de-
signers. By calling out the design questions, presenting 
theoretical perspectives on potential solutions and 
tradeoffs, and reviewing the lessons we learned, we 
hope other designers can make use of our analysis and 
experience to make good choices and systems. 
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